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Five-Year
Master Plan
T

he Rwanda School Project Board has just

building, solar panels, water storage tanks

students (145 to 200) which will increase the

adopted a new five-year master plan. Our

and a bio gas digester. Total expenditures

tuition collected. We also are planning to raise

five-year goal (2018-2023) is to become self-

through 2018 for campus construction were

sponsorship amounts in 2020 from $140/mo to

sufficient in the operation of the school. That

approximately $875,300, all paid for with NO

$160/mo. Along with these increases, we will

is, the income from scholarships and tuition

outstanding debt! In 2019, we plan to complete

need to limit increases in our annual expenses

should equal the cost per student.

the second half of Sorensen Hall (60 beds) as

to no more than 1%.

The first step in completing this goal is

well as to build a library and administration

We believe these steps, if followed for the

to complete campus construction by 2019.

building. The estimated cost is $256,000, and

next five years, will lead us to a solvent future

The first two phases of campus construction

to that end we have raised $30,000 and we are

that will ensure the success of our school

have been completed. These phases included

asking for your help in raising an additional

for generations to come. Thank you for your

the construction of a 10-room, two-story

$226,000 to complete this project.

partnership over the years. If you wish to

classroom building, a 100-bed dormitory, a

The second step in meeting our goal

contribute to this plan, please designate your

40-bed dormitory (first half of Sorensen Hall)

to become self sufficient is to increase

gift as “master plan”. If you have any questions,

and accompanying bath facilities, external

our monthly income. The planned 2019

contact Karl Smith, (707) 829-0606.

latrine building, cafeteria and kitchen, science

construction will allow us to admit more
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Update on Hiring
for Head of School

I

t was with mixed emotions in December, 2017,
that we shared the news that Robin Strickler,

Head of School, would be retiring. That same
month, we launched a worldwide search to find
the right person to lead our school, its staff and
students into the future. Since that time the Hiring
Committee has received applications from 22
potential candidates from all over the world. We
have conducted interviews with 5 candidates and
held second round interviews with 2 of them. Each
applicant had something to offer, but as of October,
2018, we have not yet found the right person.
Our standards are high; we know that. Our
students and staff deserve nothing less. We hold
high standards for them, and so we apply those
same high standards to ourselves, as we do the work

Journeying
Back to
Rwanda
by Melissa Roussin, Board Member

of finding the next person to lead our school. For
this reason we are continuing our work of making
contact with non-profit organizations involved with
education, such as the Segal Family Foundation,
Expeditionary Learning, LinkedIn, Peace Corps,
YAGM of the ELCA, Princeton In Africa, Posna Center
for International Development and local schools and
universities in Rwanda.
The members of the Board of Directors of the
Rwanda School Project and the Rwanda Executive
Committee are confident we will find a Head of
School whose educational philosophy, values and
beliefs support the educational vision we hold for
our students. We ask you to join us as we continue
to pray for God's wise leading both for the members
of the hiring committee and for those considering
the call to apply for the position.
Debbi Holmerud
Chair, Hiring Committee

T

his October, after a long flight from
Minneapolis to Doha to Kigali, I
stepped off the plane and couldn't help
but break into a big smile. The warmth
of the sun was shining down as we
walked from the tarmac into the Kigali
airport and I was in awe that I had
finally made it back home.
Looking back, it's hard to imagine
what my life would have been like had
I not boarded that plane in 2009 to the
unknown and foreign land of Rwanda. I
was young - 24 to be exact - and had no
intention of staying longer than a year.
God had placed a strong confirmation
in my heart that Rwanda was where I
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needed to go - but I never expected I
would spend almost four years of my life
in the heart of Africa. Those years left
an indelible mark on my heart and made
a profound impact on the woman I am
today. But that story is for another day.
Over my two and a half week journey
back home to Rwanda this October, I
rejoiced in the many precious moments
of reconnecting with friends, coworkers,
former students, and even making
new friends along the way. Through
the remarkable help of several former
students, we were able to bring together
our first gathering of student alumni
from Rwamagana School and Center for

LEGACY GIVING

ONE BOARD MEMBER'S STORY
This past June I retired from a high school teaching
career and made it clear that I did not want a gift; in
fact, I was purging my small house in anticipation of a
fall renovation. I asked that if anyone was so inclined,
I would appreciate a donation to the Rwanda School
Project (RSP).
Colleagues generously put out the word that a
donation to the RSP would mean something to me.
And so it was that individuals contributed into a
common school account that was given to me on my
last day while others chose to directly give to the RSP.
Additionally, convocation graduates dropped coins
into a container when crossing the stage, the coins
usually put toward a local scholarship. Instead the
coins were given to the RSP in honor of my retirement.
My breath was taken away when I looked into the
basket. There were $5, $10, $20 bills in addition to
coins. And, a singular $100 bill. I asked the principal,
“Who had been so generous?” He told me it was
Jason, a student who I never taught, but who had
saved his money to go on a spring break trip with me.
I went and found Jason after the ceremony and
told him I knew what he had done and asked if his
parents knew. He said no. I told Jason he had to tell
them and then I phoned the house the next day to

Champions (a nearby school for former
street kids and vulnerable youth that
many of our first graduates attended).
Over chips and Fanta, we shared our
stories of where we've been and where
we've come. We hugged. We laughed.
And we soaked in every minute we were
given with each other. It was a reunion
of the ages.
From one sweet reunion to another,
I made my way to Rwamagana School,
where I spent many hours as a Teacher,
Librarian, Double-Dutch Coach, and
Organizer. Seeing faces new and old
was such a treasure. The transformation
of the school within a five-year period

was awe-inspiring. Pictures cannot do
justice for the incredible changes and
growth that has occurred over such a
short amount of time. During one of
our teacher meetings, I was honored to
provide a training on the Restorative
Practice of Circle and how it can be used
in the classroom and beyond. To my
delight, we have already seen teachers
using this method to build community
and resolve conflicts amongst students
and staff.
As my journey in Rwanda came to
a close, it was difficult to say goodbye.
But I know this journey is not my last.
Until next time, Rwanda. You are loved.

make sure his parents knew about his substantial
contribution. Jason's parents were very proud of him.
Jason's motivation? He knew what the RSP meant
to me as I had talked to students about it. And then
as he put it: “Many teachers have made me cry during
my time at school. I wanted to make a teacher cry”.
Certainly my retirement is not the only time
people donate to causes instead of accepting gifts. I
remember past birthday parties of my nieces where
they made clear that a donation to a cause they loved
would mean much to them.
And so, the Fund Development Committee is
wondering if those of us who believe in the RSP would
be willing to do something similar when marking life's
occasions. Any ideas? We would be happy to hear
from you!

—Karen Sanger
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LEARN.
EMPOWER.
LEAD. FUND

Two years ago, we announced the creation of an endowment-type fund
that would help our graduates in making the transition from graduation
at our school to attendance at a university. This year, we are hosting our
fourth graduation and the record of our graduates to date is remarkable.
One graduate has started a foundation to help other street kids, one has
received a full scholarship to the University of Nebraska, and one is forging
ahead with creating a strong cultural dance troupe for our school. We are
proud of all of our graduates.
Our fund has grown by 25%, but we still have a long way to go to make this
endowment fund large enough to help the majority of our students.
Will you consider making a year-end gift to the
Learn. Empower. Lead. (LEL) Fund?

info@RwandaSchoolProject.org
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